Looking Back

Poly Royal, 1976
About This Issue

Simply, there aren’t that many story ideas dealing with looking ahead 200 years...to what? And those that we could drum up were too bleak to be acceptable in the happy atmosphere of academic orgy created by this annual hoopla.

So, we set off to the beat of our different drummer, so to speak, and came up with what we hope will be a precedent setting Poly Royal issue.

Instead of pages on pages of features about Poly Canyon and the history of the Poly P, we decided to take a task as filling a bit of the gap left with the demise of a Cal Poly yearbook, El Rodeo, about one decade ago.

Included in this issue is a condensed version of what has happened since the last time you were here which, if you are in the majority, was last Poly Royal.

And that’s a lot. Construction bulldozers have left very few stones unturned around here. Buildings—and men—have fallen. And new ones—both buildings and budding young educators—have arisen. Issues that were important to students for various reasons—the Fred Smith and the Gay Student Union, for just two examples—have been decided on for better or worse.

Great people have visited the campus and shared a touch of the knowledge, insight, skill or whatever that makes them great: Tom Hayden, Dale Brindaghaugh, Max Lerner, Christine Jorgensen, Stephen Buhl, Alphonso Bell and Alvin Jacobsen (Alvin who? The Rabbi who wants to be President, that’s who).

Suffice it to say, a lot has happened since you’ve been gone and we hope this issue can answer some of the questions you must be asking. (No, Cal Poly has not entered into the trailer park business.)

Finally, looking ahead a bit, we hope next year’s Mustang Daily Poly Royal crew will follow the format of this issue and fill you in on all the neat things bound to happen next year.

Who knows, maybe we’ve started a tradition that can be built on.

Some may accuse us of being obstinate after reading—we hope devouring—this special Poly Royal issue to The Mustang Daily. It soon will become obvious that we have taken a look backward rather than forward, as the Poly Royal theme dictates. But, please, let us explain.

“Looking ahead...Building On Our Heritage” may be one nifty theme indeed if your task is to sell teriyaki sticks of tender kids down an ice slide. For putting together an entire issue—and a quite large issue by usual 8-page standards—it just doesn’t work.
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BIG SAVINGS IN THESE DEPARTMENTS

POLY ROYAL SPECIALS

STARTS TODAY, APRIL 22 OPEN TONIGHT 'TILL 9

SAVE UP TO 50% OFF
Special group of FAMOUS NAME BRAND SHOES BY
adidas, Riddell, Brooks
VALUES TO 13.99

NOW 6.85
REGULAR 14.99 TO 19.99

NOW 9.85
REGULAR 20.99 TO 29.99

NOW 14.85
REGULAR 30.99 TO 39.99

NOW 19.85
HURRY IN NOW. QUANTITIES LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND!

R TextInput

WILSON AUTOGRAPH FRAMES shown strung

PRACTICE TENNIS BALLS

KRAMER AUTOGRAPH
Classics & Popular
Racket blends
power and
balance. Reg $31.99

SMITH AUTOGRAPH
Winning combination
of flexible head and
extra strength. Reg $31.99

EVERT AUTOGRAPH
Championship racket designed
specifically for todays woman
Reg. $31.00

26 85 Frame Only

TEENAGERS

REGULAR 14.99 TO 19.99

REGULAR 20.99 TO 29.99

REGULAR 30.99 TO 39.99

HURRY IN NOW. QUANTITIES LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND!

BASEBALL GLOVES
Selected group of baseball gloves: choose from Rawlings, Wilson, McBrayer
Now 1/2 Price

BASEBALL BATS
Selected Group of Baseball and Softball Bats
Now 1/2 Price

SPECIAL GROUP

BASEBALLS AND SOFTBALLS
Now 1/2 Price

Copeland’s Sports
1976 Poly Royal Schedule of Events

**Agriculture:***
- "American Agriculture: A Continuing Revolution" - Room 108
- "Your Business of Eating in Our Way of Life" - Garden theatre
- "The Golden Thresh" - 1st Floor
- "This was your Life" - Premier of Alpha Beta
- "Advanced Horticulture Show" - Design Village - Hart Cons.
- "Club Display" - Design Village - Hart Cons.
- "Life's Store" - Design Village - Hart Cons.
As you make the move to college many things are going through your mind; one of the most important of which is somewhere to call home. That's where Stenner Glen comes in. We run Stenner Glen for you, the Cal Poly student. To us the people are important.

Stenner Glen offers you a well rounded home life. Start with facilities including a swimming pool, basketball/volleyball court, dry heat saunas, color T.V. lounges, community kitchen, study rooms, academic building, library, student-run coffee house and a craft center featuring photography, pottery, leather crafts, batik and much more.

We believe we have the best food service program available featuring 19 meals per week with 3 entrees at each meal and unlimited seconds. We have monthly special dinners and steak nights as well as mini-specials along the way to cut down the boredom of eating in a cafeteria day in and day out.

We have recreation programs that include, but are not limited to, ski trips, dances, picnics, guest lectures, dance classes, concert outings, parties, and backpacking trips.

The suite arrangement at Stenner Glen is designed to give you privacy while providing a well furnished living room for comfortable get-togethers. All accommodations are fully furnished, draped, carpeted and air-conditioned. All you have to bring is a pillow and a blanket. You can decorate the room to fit your taste - even move in a waterbed if you like.

Most importantly we have concerned management who think you are important and treat you as an adult. We run the residence hall for you and constantly solicit your inputs into the running of the hall. We have faith in the people who live here and they have faith in us.

Stenner Glen is the kind of place that will make you feel right at home.
Flo Kennedy, Max Lerner, Tom Hayden. Alphonso Bell. Was the 1975-76 school year just one of bicentennial blather and political pandering?

Obviously it was both an election and bicentennial year. Therefore the speakers who came to Cal Poly focused on these issues. Even so, there was much to be learned from hearing these people.

Flo Kennedy, founder of National Organisation for Women and leader in the movement to prevent discrimination, spoke in November on "The Problems of Oppression."

She told a full house the most effective way to change government was "through electoral politics."

"You don't have to have power," she continued, "but you do have to have commitments."

She charged the media with being a "con game."

"It is a government plot," she said, "to say to the media what can be printed and what can't." She suggested that Barbara Walters and Walter Cronkite were paid hush money to suppress certain issues.

Certainly Tom Hayden, Democrat, U.S. senate candidate from California and member of the Chicago Seven, was not hushed on any of the political issues when he spoke in January. To a crowd of 1,000 he outlined his Economic Bill of Rights.

"We have to talk about new ways where workers and consumers have power," he said. "An Economic Bill of Rights."

The economic crunch is falling on those who thought they had it made. America's idols are turning out to have clay feet.

"People can not afford to get sick," Hayden said. "They can't afford to send their children to college. Or, if they can, they are not sure they will get a job when they get out. They realize they can't afford to buy a house. And the food we are eating is not nutritious but the prices keep rising anyway."

In addition to outlining his Economic Bill of Rights, Hayden talked about the need for taxing multinational corporations and cutting back on military spending.

He said, "Any politician who is talking about cutting government spending and not cutting Pentagon spending is a hypocrite."

Alphonso Bell, Republican, also vying for the U.S. Senatorial seat from California, said in April that business is America's hope for economic recovery.

Bell denounced expansion of governmental services at the expense of the economy.

"Little by little, step by step," he said, "Congress has changed the nation. We have an almost unbelievable array of services, but this has been done through the loss of personal freedom, freedom of choice, privacy and control over our lives."

Bell responded to Hayden's statement that cutting government spending and not cutting Pentagon spending is hypocritical.

"I think that is entirely wrong," he said. "We have to talk about the Soviet Union. From 10-15 per cent of their (sic) GNP is for defense. In the U.S. it's only 5 per cent."

He added, "The $112 billion we spend is only keeping us equivalent. We have to look at our bargaining power. We have to put our chips on the table in March another renowned speaker spoke on America's salvation. Social historian and syndicated columnist Max Lerner said that America's hope lay in its ability to be flexible. In his speech "Is America a Dying Civilization, Where Do We Go From Here," Lerner said, "Looking over history, the civilizations

Lerner said that he felt a sense of disillusionment was lacking in American lives. "We are a pleasure seeking society," he said. "But we are not a happy society."

Lerner said he would retract all three insights about the nature of America into the key word "sense."

Lerner concluded, "Poverty is absurd in America. Inequality is absurd. Governance is absurd."

If Americans understood tragedy better, according to Lerner, they would quit turning to charismatic leaders, and, instead, would turn to leaders who cared and were "tough-minded."
POLY ROYAL

SUMMER SWEATER SALE

Copelands has made a special purchase of Spring and Summer sweaters by COLLAGE and is passing the savings on to you!

Hurry...quantities are limited!

STARTS TODAY, APRIL 22

OPEN TONIGHT 'TILL 9

We've got the perfect Summer sweater for you! From short to long, collars to crews, stripes to solids, button downs to tanks, novelties to basics. All in easy-to-care for, lightweight acrylic or acrylic/cotton blends. Every color imaginable. Sizes S, M, L.

Regular price to $18.00 now only $9.85

Special Group
Women's
PANTS
Values to $40.00
$8.85

Special Group
SKIRTS
Values to $32.00
$8.85

For the best Spring and Summer clothing selection for men and women, come to Copeland's.

Copeland's Clothes
Madonna Plaza
SAC: Bang-up Start, Punchless Ending

by CATHY BETZ
Daily Staff Writer

For SAC, the year began with the explosive ASI elections last spring. It took three elections that were filled with bitter charges of "Waverine tactics" on the sidelines both Mike Hurrado and Bob Chappool before Hurrado earned the right to the title of ASI President by receiving a majority of the student vote.

In the race for ASI vice-president, overshadowed by the emotionalized campaign for president, Phil Bishop defeated Roland Hill in the first runoff.

Cathy Carlson, unchallenged for the position of ASI secretary was elected to office in the first election.

SAC had just begun their duties in the fall of '75 when the Santa Maria Times reported that the citizenship of Hurrado was under investigation by the immigration service regarding birth record and naturalization.

Hurrado said he was born in Mexico but that his mother is an American citizen. The Times reported that in 1974 Hurrado signed a voter registration which said he was born in California.

Although authorities say the matter is still under investigation it was dropped by the wayside as a controversial topic and SAC moved on to business.

In October of 1975 SAC aborted the H onsing and Rent Control Bill which would have resulted in an investigation of the housing problems in San Luis Obispo.

The bill, if passed, would have also looked at the realization that group and organizations were found to be more complicated than they had anticipated and the matter was dropped.

With a faculty numbering 959 full and part-time instructors, Cal Poly experiences a normal turnover of retirements and vacations.

Dr. Clyde F. Fisher, dean of the School of Business and Mathematics died October 25, 1975, after a heart attack on September 30. Fisher had been at Poly since 1947. He was succeeded temporarily by Dr. Charles Hanska, previously head of the Mathematics Department.

J. Goddard Gibson, dean of the School of Agriculture and Natural Resources has announced his retirement at the end of the 1976 school year. Gibson has been at Poly since 1946. Frederick Bergthold is appointed interim department head until the position is filled.

In the past year, Poly has received new department heads in several departments.

Dr. David Adorno, former dean at Ushka College in New York, took over duties as head of Business Administration in July 1975. The acting head, Mr. Wason McGregor returned in full-time teaching.

Dr. Robert Burton, a member of the faculty since 1968, took over as acting head of the History Department in January 1975. Dr. Herman Voelte returned in full-time teaching.

James McGrath, head of the Department of Engineering Technology retired in January. He was at Poly since 1964. Frederick Bergthold is serving as interim department head until the position is filled.

Dr. Richard F. Nelson, head of the Biological Sciences Department for the last five years, resigned at the end of the fall semester. His resignation has been accepted.

Dr. Richard F. Nelson, head of the Biological Sciences Department for the last five years, resigned at the end of the fall semester. His resignation has been accepted.

Dr. Malcolm Wilson, a faculty member at Poly since 1968, was appointed associate dean of Graduate Studies.

Dr. Robert E. Burton, a member of the faculty since 1966, took over as acting head of the History Department in January 1975. Dr. Herman Voeltz returned in full-time teaching.

Dr. Thomas Johnston, formerly the university librarian, was appointed head of the Art Department.

Dr. Malcolm Wilson, a faculty member at Poly since 1968, was appointed associate dean of Graduate Studies.

Dr. Franklin Pederson succeeded Dr. Robert McConnell as head of the English Department.

Dr. Thomas Johnston, formerly the university librarian, was appointed head of the Art Department.

John D. Nicolaides was appointed head of the Mathematics Department.

Although SAC Chairman Phil Bishop agreed with the fundamentals of the bill, he cited ASI bylaws and procedural provisions in SAC's code in his argument.

By mid-October SAC decided to consider the salaries of ASI presidents and vice presidents by $70 a month. Hurrado and Bishop receive $70 and $50 subsidy. With the month of November came an endorsement by SAC on an enrollment ceiling limiting the number of full-time students to 18,800. Following this endorsement, a proposal was made by the University Board of Governors (UBBG) to increase the University Union fees from $20 to $35 by the 1978-79 school year. The UBBG proposal provided that an additional increase of an additional $5 in 1976, another increase of $5 in 1977 and in 1978 the final proposed increase of four dollars.

SAC rejected the two latter increases and adopted only the part of the proposal increasing student union fees to $25 for this year.

Bruce Orr, SAC representative from the School of Business and Social Sciences, led several SAC members in charging that the UBBG didn't consult the students before proposing the increase.

The University Board of Governors (UBBG) to increase the University Union fees from $20 to $35 by the 1971 school year. The UBBG proposal provided for a gradual increase of an additional $5 in 1976, another increase of $5 in 1977 and in 1978 the final proposed increase of four dollars.

SAC rejected the two latter increases and adopted only the part of the proposal increasing student union fees to $25 for this year.

Bruce Orr, SAC representative from the School of Business and Social Sciences, led several SAC members in charging that the UBBG didn't consult the students before proposing the increase.

The UBBG responded saying that 10 students sit on the board and took an active part in the vote that passed the proposal.

Christmas must have left some of the SAC representatives wishing, because in January SAC set forth, however in vain, on a campaign to buy Cuesta Park from the County for use by the ASI. The purchase was found to be more complicated than they had anticipated and the matter was dropped.

The realization that groups and organizations were going to be more complicated than they had anticipated and the matter was dropped.

The realization that groups and organizations were going to be more complicated than they had anticipated and the matter was dropped.

SAC also donated $1,712.24 from the campus improvements fund to build a brick walkway and three new benches at the south-west corner of the math building.
VISTA GRANDE RESTAURANT

Relaxed Fine Dining
Dinner Reservations Recommended
Open Friday, April 23 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturday and Sunday, April 24 and 25 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Located on-campus near the Grand Avenue entrance and close to the residence halls.

Relax and let Cal Poly students serve you in this delightful restaurant with a breathtaking view of the city. Breakfasts, Luncheons and Dinners all prepared to perfection. Reasonable prices, grand view and outstanding food.

---

VISTA GRANDE CAFETERIA

Open Friday, April 23 for breakfast 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and Lunch 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The cafeteria dining room is located adjacent to Vista Grande Restaurant. Enjoy a selection of a la carte dishes attractively displayed for your choosing. Eat in a modern colorful dining area with soft music and a lovely view.

---

STUDENT DINING ROOMS

Open for breakfast 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Lunch 11:30 to 1 p.m. and dinner 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Located southwest of the El Corral Bookstore. Stop by and enjoy a complete meal served cafeteria style in the active atmosphere of campus life.

---

BURGER BAR

Open Friday, April 23, 8 a.m. to 12 midnight and Saturday, April 24, 8 a.m. through 1 a.m. Sunday, April 25, Will reopen Sunday, 12 noon through 11 p.m. Located next to the recreation room on the first floor of the M.P. Union Building. The Burger Bar offers a variety of hot and cold sandwiches, salads and desserts. For quick service and excellent food, build a burger and much, much more.

---

THE SNACK BAR

Open Friday and Saturday, April 23 and 24, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Located in the heart of campus across from the Physical Education Building. Your order sets into motion quick hands that prepare your meal within minutes. You will enjoy your food in the lively dining room where breakfast is served until 11 a.m. and lunch through 6 p.m. The widest variety of foods on campus.

---

ICE CREAM PARLOUR

Open Friday, April 23 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Saturday, April 24 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Also located in the M.P. Union Building across from the Burger Bar and recreation room. Come in, leave your troubles behind and travel back to the 'good old days' of the roaring 20's. Ice cream sundaes, malts, shakes and cones filled with famous Cal Poly ice cream - nostalgically delicious and different.

---

THE SANDWICH PLANT

Open Friday and Saturday, April 23 and 24 from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. Located across from the north-west corner of the El Corral Bookstore. A truly unique food service experience. Select from a wide variety of hot and cold sandwiches, as well as salads and hearty stews as you dine in an outdoor atmosphere of trees and hanging plants.

---

MEAL PLANS

yearly & quarterly

mean good regular meals and a good deal more!
From A Gorilla To A Surf Shop: Business And Social Sciences

By SANDEY NAS
Daily Staff Writer

Since 1975's Poly Royal, the School of Business and Social Sciences has been home base for some of the most unique and controversial people on campus. Like: Scott Potter, GORILLA-AT-LARGE. For a fee the business major will climb into his gorilla suit and parade around promoting special events.

Or Rabbi Alvin Jacobson, a 1965 Poly business grad who is striving to become president of the United States in 1984. Before he is elected president though, Jacobson hopes to become governor of Pennsylvania in 1978. He finished second in Pennsylvania's Republican gubernatorial primary.

Jacobson's campaign promises include abolition of sales tax, automated sidewalks and no grades except for students wanting to be engineers or lawyers. He also believes any town over 50 years old should be torn-down and rebuilt.

And Brad Smith. The former Cal Poly sociology professor who obtained his doctorate and dismissal the same month.

Last June, after months of sparring with the administration Smith was fired from his teaching position at Poly because he claimed the right to select his own textbooks and keep a lenient grading system.

He surfaced again this year as a Teacher's Aide to first graders at Teach Elementary School in San Luis Obispo. He is working three hours a day for no pay.

Meanwhile he and his wife are living off food stamps and unemployment checks.

Carrol McKibben, dean of the School of Business, spent his summer vacation pedaling his bicycle in the Great Bicycle Ride across Iowa.

About 4,000 people stretching across 20 miles pedaled bicycles in the seven day trip. It was a 450 mile ride that threaded its way between the Missouri and Mississippi rivers.

According to McKibben, his bike is a $90 special "weighing a ton."

Three courageous and enterprising business undergraduates invested $250 apiece in the formation of the Central Coast Surf Shop in San Luis Obispo. Jim Hall, Dan Dunbar and Mike Chaneys opened their shop on December 1, hoping to capitalize on the central coast surfing population. Thus far they have been breaking even.

There is the first full-service shop on the central coast catering specifically to the surfer.

The School of Business and Social Sciences with participation of the Graduate School of Management at UCLA presented a seminar last May 9-10 at San Luis Bay Inn.

Business persons from across California gathered to talk about the availability of oil and raw materials, managerial strategy, labor issues and the economic outlook for the next five years.

The business department's club, Society for Advanced Management (S.A.M.) now has more members than any other S.A.M. chapter in the world, according to Allen Vincent, 1975 Gal Poly S.A.M. Vice President.

According to Vincent, S.A.M. has 86 university chapters around the world. Poly's chapter has over 320 members, an increase of 125 since last year. S.A.M. sponsored the tenth annual "Future Application of Business Fundamentals" seminar held here Feb. 26-27.

Top businessmen from all over the country gathered for the two-day seminar. These businessmen spoke on subjects related to their actual occupations, gave recommendations to students on how to find jobs in business, and offered just a general overview of their work.

The Master of Business Administration (MBA) program at Poly is in its sixth year. Over 90 people have graduated from it and all have found well-paying jobs. The median salary of 1970-71 graduates is $17,000. 1973-74 grads have a starting median salary of $18,000.

The program is geared towards non-business majors. It prepares them for a career in management and administration.
**Keepsake**

THE PERFECT SYMBOL OF LOVE

BROWN JEWELERS
Lowell W. Britton, Owner
862 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, CA
Ph: 543-6646

A Keepsake engagement ring and wedding rings of exquisite perfection... the finest gift of love.

**The El Corral Bookstore**

IN ARRANGEMENT WITH

**Josten's**

PRESENTS

... IN THE BOOKSTORE...

A Four Day Sale • April 21 - April 24

10% off

ON YOUR OFFICIAL CPSU COLLEGE RING

2 TO 6 WEEK DELIVERY - G.O.D.

- ORDER NOW FOR GRADUATION
- ORDER NOW FOR THE BIGGEST SAVINGS OF THE YEAR!
SLO's Dining Spots Claim Intrigue

by STARR SHEPARD
Daily Stall Writer

"We serve the best smaks in California," claimed the former proprietor of one San Luis Obispo motel and restaurant proudly. "We have the finest cheesecake in the county," purposed another local restaurant manager. "We're the cleaneat restaurant in town," was the profession voiced by still another San Luis Obispo motel and dining house chief.

Whatever the allegation, the restaurants in this town present a tantalizing tempting array of dining, entertainment and socializing atmospheres. Each has a little something of its own.

Some quick finger-walking and consultation with a few local gourmets reveals an abundance of intriguing restaurants hidden away. Chocolate Soup, The Cigar Factory, Tortilla Flats and many others. Even the titles are nearly always indicative of the atmosphere, the true nature of any single restaurant cannot be fully experienced until one slips inside.

Carole Browning, co-proprietor of Chocolate Soup with her husband Bud, explained, "We serve very nutritious food, not junk food. All of our breads, desserts and so forth are homemade from scratch. The small, candle-light restaurant, nestled among large downtown buildings, operates with a buffet style. The customer chooses dishes while a waitress prepares and serves them on a glass plate. Trays are used to take the meal to a table. "We really do serve chocolate soup," Browning affirms, "but I Love Our new specials like the "Broccoli Pocket" and the "Gorilla Pocket." The latter being made of peanut butter, honey and bananas tucked in a doughy envelope. Both managers are former Cal Poly students. The pair built and painted nearly everything on the shop outside and inside.

"We even sacrificed the 50 yards of seat covers ourselves," she said, beam­ ing.

"We have a very friendly, honest, kitchen-like atmosphere around here," she said, wiping her hands on her apron. "Someone comes to Chocolate Soup receives a piece of our personalities." Joe Silvaggio, manager of La Dolce Vita and "The Sweet Life," happily paused from mulling with patrons to discuss about his restaurant's Italian atmosphere.

"La Dolce Vita has a unique European atmosphere which I hope to duplicate anywhere," he said with pride.

Silvaggio held that his restaurant's cannelloni and homemade desserts are especially good, as is his boasting of maintaining "the finest cheesecake in the county." We've been open just about a year," he explained, "but we've only had live entertainment occasionally. I hope we get some more going shortly." (Look for live entertainment at La Dolce Vita during the week following Poly Royal.)

Boris Bone, manager of Sebastian's, claimed that "we're not only the cleanest restaurant in town, but we're the nicest people also." Bone's entertainment schedule for the Poly Royal weekend, should be announced as "Confirmed and Eliza" as booked to perform, will start at 9:15 p.m., on Friday and Saturday.

"We serve food every night until midnight," he said. "Every person, no matter what age, can stay in the building until then," said Bone, "but, of course, you can't drink if you're under 21.

Sebastian's, which has a sister restaurant in San Jose, serves a champagne brunch on Sundays from 9:30 a.m. until 2 p.m., and dinner follows from then until 10 p.m. Virginia Gentz, proprietor of Mosti Inn until her recent departure from the establishment, was very firm in stating that the restaurant serves "the best smaks in California." "They're cooked over oak charcoal instead of gas. That gives the meat a completely different flavor," she said.

The rustic old Spanish book of the building over itself to the fact that the most pictures the most sophisticated atmosphere. It is a building often overlooked, but one that old-timers find quite charming.

"They come to Chocolate Soup because of the ambiance, the food, and the entertainment occasionally. I was the first such business in the world, having been con­ structed in 1925. Mosti, in this case, should not be confused with Hotel, saloon, or other early boarding establishments." Mosti Inn's live entertain­ ment for the Poly Royal weekend will consist of "Doc and the Twins," who will perform the entire week from 9:30 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Gentz pointed out that the restaurant's atmosphere is "very charming and extremely traditional." Rudolph Binkle, proprietor of 1865 Restaurant, feels his building's architecture con­
For those resuming to enjoy Cal Poly's site of spring—Poly Royal, one might notice a change. Since last year, this campus has grown with buildings being built and others being refurbished.

A new architecture building, not much more than a hole in the ground at this time last year, is on schedule for its projected fall quarter completion date. According to Douglas Sedgwick, executive dean, the structure is already 60 percent complete. The building, at a cost of $4.3 million, will occupy a site on the northwest portion of the campus near the Decer Literary and the Business Administration and Education building.

Included in the 70,000 square foot structure will be four lecture rooms; 20 faculty offices; two conference rooms; 16 lab rooms; a photography lab; storage rooms; and secretarial areas.

A $4.3 million Life Science building will hopefully begin construction in mid-June. Gerard said. Bids were received April 30 and Gerard is optimistic the building will be completed for fall quarter. 1979. The new financing for this facility was passed by the California Senate and Assembly and approved by Gov. Brown last July.

Patience Royal Construction—There's more to Come

The Cigar Factory's live entertainment schedule for the Poly Royal weekend features a "fascist" rock portion of the event. The group will perform Friday and Saturday from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. Althought the manager of Torilla Flats, said his restaurant's specialty of early Californian cuisine makes the Flats distinguishable from other dining houses.

"The best boy in the house is the Torilla Flats," a giant weirdo. Most people can't even finish 'em!" the young man laughed.

McLachlan also said that the customers particularly enjoy the restaurant's "Cactus Flower" drink. Torilla Flats, like the Cigar Factory, is also showing off a sparkly new menu.

The Cigar Factory's live entertainment, although we're not sure what schedule for the Poly Royal weekend features a "fascist" rock portion of the event. The group will perform Friday and Saturday from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. Though the manager of Torilla Flats, said his restaurant's specialty of early Californian cuisine makes the Flats distinguishable from other dining houses.

"The best boy in the house is the Torilla Flats," a giant weirdo. Most people can't even finish 'em!" the young man laughed.

McLachlan also said that the customers particularly enjoy the restaurant's "Cactus Flower" drink. Torilla Flats, like the Cigar Factory, is also showing off a sparkly new menu.

"One should have no difficulty finding a unique and memorable dining spot."

Restaurant: Intrigue

became a cigar factory in 1981 and was transformed into an 1980's style music venue. In 1972, a new original restaurant was John Sues, producer of television comedy personality Allen Sues.

"And the reason I'm hating this new electronic ping pong tournament. First prize is $10,000 for two and a trophy."

McLachlan said an electronic ping pong tournaments will begin soon.

Bardender Keith Guess added, "We have a comfortable, casual atmosphere around here. The food is special, and the prices are reasonable."

Other Ian Las restaurants offering live entertainment during the Poly Royal weekend include The Cedars, Wine Street Inn, the Laguna Village Inn and the Madonna Inn.

First prize is $10,000 for two and a trophy.

McLachlan said an electronic ping pong tournaments will begin soon.

Bardender Keith Guess added, "We have a comfortable, casual atmosphere around here. The food is special, and the prices are reasonable."

Other Ian Las restaurants offering live entertainment during the Poly Royal weekend include The Cedars, Wine Street Inn, the Laguna Village Inn and the Madonna Inn.

Among the other intriguing dining atmospheres in town are Fran Tuck's Refectory, The Outside Inn, The San Luis Noodle Co. and The Breakers.

Poly Royal visitors, as well as just hungry old students, should have no difficulty finding a unique and memorable dining spot right here in San Luis Obispo. Where a diversified selection of colorful and individually charming places is at the tips of one's fingers, or perhaps, at the tip of one's tongue.

"natural earth foods"
The Changing Of The Guard

by CHERYL WINFREY
Daily Staff Writer

This was a year of change within the School of Communications Arts and Humanities. Five of nine department heads have recently assumed their positions.

Dr. Verlan H. Stahl, formerly the acting head, was appointed head of the Foreign Languages Department in May 1973.

A Cal Poly faculty member since 1968, Stahl was involved in planning that led to the establishment of the Foreign Languages Department in 1970. Stahl is a graduate of the University of the Pacific, Florida State University and the University of Maryland.

Stahl has been the acting head of the department since 1972. He served as the American program officer in Madrid for the Fulbright Commission.

Formerly a member of the faculty at Florida State University and Wake Forest University in North Carolina, Stahl has participated in programs of the Foreign Languages Conferences of the California State Universities and Colleges.

The English Department received its new head man in August 1973 when Dr. Robert F. McDonald replaced William M. Pederson. Pederson had asked to be returned to teaching duties.

McDonald was chairman of the English Department at Western Washington State College in Bellingham prior to coming to Cal Poly. He is a graduate of St. John's University in Minnesota and the University of Minnesota.

Stahl has also studied at the University of Vienna, Austria.

McDonald served as a member of the board of directors of the National Council of Teachers of English for several years and also served on the Washington Commission for the Humanities.

Among his accomplishments McDonald cites the editing of five books.

Thomas V. Johnson went from architecture to art where he accepted the position of the Art Department last September.

Johnson is a noted sculptor with international recognition and has received two national fellowships for his work.

A native of New Zealand, Johnston received his diploma of teacher training from the University of New Zealand in 1948.

Prior to coming to Cal Poly, Johnston had taught at the University of California at San Diego, and the University of British Columbia.

He has also been a Fulbright scholar at the University of Manchester in England, the University of Leeds in Yorkshire, and the University of Sydney in Australia.

Johnston got his doctorate from Oxford University in 1955.

The new journalism department head is a graduate of Indiana University where he earned a master's degree in journalism.

Burton received a doctor of philosophy degree from the University of Minnesota.

In January of this year, Dr. Robert F. Burton became the acting head of the History Department. Burton is a graduate of the University of Chicago and the University of Wisconsin.

Among his achievements McDonald cites the editing of five books.
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MISSION GARDENS

means the quality of lifestyle that you have been looking for at a price you can afford!

Enjoy the pleasure of home ownership with the freedom from yard work and maintenance. Build equity and avoid the waste of high rent paying.

Indoor and outdoor recreation facilities including heated swimming pool, therapeutic SPA, shuffleboard and recreation building.

Mission Gardens location offers untuputed convenience. On Peach Street at Nipomo, two blocks from the Mission business and shopping, and one block to freeway access. All this and much more... Look!

Hey Mom & Dad —

Did you know that your son or daughter could be sent to Cal Poly at a minimum of expense to you! Yes they can! With the purchase of a condominium unit you can have tax deductions for interest & depreciation, build equity instead of paying non-returning rents and then have capital gains upon resale of the unit.

95, 90, & 80 percent financing available

570 Peach St.  San Luis Obispo, Calif.
805-541-1922

OPEN M-W-TH-F- 10A.M. TO 6P.M.  SAT & SUN NOON TO 6 P.M.
Man, those pads they offer at Tropicana Village are really something else!!

Fine Dining Facilities

Fun Under The Sun!
You're right on man, I've searched the streets from Piccadilly Square to SLO and never seen the like.
Cal Poly: At Work In Meeting A Challenge

(continued from page 14)

amazing 70 per cent new teachers in 1918 with only one
teacher from the 1914 staff remaining into 1920.

While there was by no means an abrupt
dip in the enrollment, but generated a new educational
demand as the campus became the training center for several
thousands of new teachers, and thousands of others who required
war related technical training. At the end of the war
students numbered 2,000.

Other world, national and local issues have afflicted
Cal Poly. The Korean conflict and Vietnam War
preoccupied student minds in a less key Cal Poly
style. But in a sense the times prodded the students on the liberal
issues could be used for Vietnam discussions, and some
courses were developed in the classics in the use
in a unique expression of revolt against the
orthodox curriculum.

Cal Poly's foreign involvement has included explicitly
know-how, "hand" and "head", to Africa, Latin
America, and Asia. The Far East and receiving students
throughout the world. The recent national emphasis is relieved in efforts at "head", for the
currently monstrous local legal complications,
and ethnic studies courses.
The very success of the school has created an
educational issue as students and staff strained local
housing and services beyond what some find
acceptable.

In this self, teacher presided have continued to emphasize
which the ideal can be adjusted and modified, the
perquisites emphasis must be maintained. Julian
McPherson, president from 1935 to 1946, included
the head but clearly emphasized the "hand" in
his educational philosophy. He expressed his view of the
mission of the school in this way. "The plan of
California Polytechnic is to combine vocational
and technical skills with a background of science and
economics that a graduate is immediately valuable to
his employer."

In his last convocation address for 1973 Pres. Kennedy
said, "The solution must draw
upon the varied traditions of the past and the ideas of the present. Within those traditions a proper balance is possible."

Kenedy endorsed those three aspects as the "will to
learn the learning process," then stressed current education the
traditional emphasis of Cal Poly, as an "ideal whose
time has come."

Twenty-one members of the English/Department
faculty responded to this in language marking back to
Anglo's original description of the purpose of the
school.
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Now Offering
A new Location
710 Higuera

• Expanded engineering and architectural drawing departments
• Expanded office furniture
• A variety of student supplies
• Gifts and Hallmark cards

WHEEL ALIGNMENT & BALANCING
COMPLETE BRAKE AND SUSPENSION SERVICE
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
MAT'S AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Madonna Road Plaza
San Luis Obispo

Mission Stationery

Stenner Glen...
A Good Reason
To Leave Home

As you make the move to college, many things are going through your mind; one of the most important of which is somewhere to call home. That's where Stenner Glen comes in. Stenner Glen is a privately owned residence community that offers you, the Cal Poly student, an alternative to traditional residence halls. In addition, Stenner Glen's convenient location is close to shopping centers, other community facilities, and is only a short walk from campus.

Stenner Glen offers you a well rounded home life. Start with facilities like a swimming pool, dry heat sauna, color TV lounge, weight room, laundry facilities and weekly housekeeping.

Stenner Glen provides private study rooms and guest lecturers, as well as, ski and beach trips, concerts, creative workshops, and poolside bar-b-ques.

The suite arrangement at Stenner Glen is designed to give you privacy while providing a well furnished living room for comfortable get-togethers. All accommodations are fully furnished, drapped, carpeted and air-conditioned. All you have to bring is a pillow and a blanket. You can decorate the room to fit you taste - even move in a week if you like.

A great convenience for you is the dining facilities which serves 19 meals a week with brunch on Saturdays and Sundays. There's a delicious variety of entrees, salad and desserts at each meal.

Stenner Glen is the kind of place that will make you feel right at home.

STENNER GLEN
1950 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, California 93401

Please send further information to:

Name:
Street:
City:
State:
Zip:

Levi's for Feet

Levi's for Feet pick up where your jeans leave off. Sink into Levi's leathers, and get more wear per foot. Comfort your soles with ours. Stop in and step out in a pair. We've got shoes to boots and sizes to give you a fit.

Get 'em on AT

Brown's
SHOE FIT CO.
"THE SHOE PLACE"
840 Higuera St.

Levi's for Feet
Another year of feeding, breeding and weeding has taken place on the slopes of Cal Poly due to the endeavors of the School of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Members of Cal Poly's Animal Science Department are constructing a beef cattle evaluation center to determine the genetic potential of bulls.

Animal Science instructor Ken Sconce said the evaluation center will be important in three ways: "It will provide a service to the cattle industry, offer educational opportunities for students and will give Cal Poly valuable contact with the beef cattle industry."

Cattlemen will be able to determine the potential of their young bulls and decide accordingly if the bulls would be an asset to their herd program. Students will be able to learn firsthand about genetic and feed efficiency differences of beef cattle by running feedlots on the castle.

The beef cattle evaluation center, located on the north end of campus near the old Morro Bay exit to Highway 1, is expected to be completed this summer.

A burial took place this past summer in the School of Agricultural and Natural Resources.

Another Bumper For Ag and Natural Resources

A bumper harvest is expected in the School of Agricultural and Natural Resources.

Notwithstanding, the majors of agricultural business management and farm management were permanently laid to rest. But as the last spade of dirt was tossed onto the grave, new life was breathed forth. Cal Poly is proud to announce the birth of the agricultural management major.

The decision to combine agricultural business management (ABM) and farm management (FM) was made based on "the need for better confusion than the difference between the two," Dr. Edgar Hyer, head of the new department, said. "On one side, the ABM and FM instructors decided there should be a central major with two options.

Another change in curriculum occurred this fall. A new bachelor's degree program permits students to become agricultural technicians in four years, instead of the previous five year term.

A close battle between the Cal Poly Rodeo Team and Fresno State University ended with Cal Poly winning by four and a half points. As a result of the March victory, Cal Poly is the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association Western Regional Champion.

Cal Poly's livestock judging team got reserve placement at the Pacific International Livestock Exposition in Portland, Oregon, last October. The team went on to place first at the National Western Livestock Exposition in Denver, Colo.

The Cal Poly dairy products judging team created their opposition for a win at the Pacific International Dairy Judging finals.

The beef cattle evaluation center will be important in three ways: "It will be able to learn first-hand about genetic and feed efficiency differences of beef cattle by running feedlots on the castle.

A majority of the students and faculty who belong to Evase are dedicated to improving, building and caring for Poly Canyon. Evase grew out of a group of interested students who wanted to save the 11-year old Shellboute in Poly Canyon.

The vandalism ranged from petty thefts to such deliberate destruction as smashing water mains and the loosening of a wire which caused an experimental structure to fall to the ground.

Shelly House in Poly Canyon was built as an experimental structure in Design Village, a part of Poly Canyon.

What accreditation means to students is the assurance that classes in the program are relevant and in accord with standards and practices of the architecture profession, according to George Hassle, dean of the school of Architecture and Environmental Design.

The five-year Bachelor of Architecture program received an extension of its earlier accreditation, while the six-year Master of Science program received its first accreditation from the National Architecture Accrediting Board.

GSU Wins OK

GSU President Ron Pursley (Photo courtesy of T-T.)
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Levi's®
Movin' On
A New Look
In Jeans

They're Levi's Jeans
for sure, but done up
in a different way:
unique back patch
pockets, neat in-set
coin pockets up front;
with lots of double
stitching details to add
the final touches, and a
lean European fit
that flares to a big
26" bell. In denim
and a variety of
fabrics.

Levi's®
Movin' On
New Jean Styles

Like Levi's side-panelled
Jeans... lean European
fit that flares to a big 26"
bell. With the stitching details
you've been looking for. Like the side
panel and "J" front pockets.
In prewashed denim. And,
because they're Levi's, they're built for
comfort. Can you think of a better
combination?

#20614-1118
$17.00

#00007-1118
$17.50

Ask About Our
STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM
MADONNA ROAD PLAZA
San Luis Obispo

Ask About Our
FREE LEVI'S FOR LIFE PROGRAM
Concert Horn Of Plenty: Feast To Famine

by STEVE CHURM
Daily Associate Editor

After several years of famine, the Cal Poly concert drought appeared over this year.

The 1975-76 Associated Students Inc. Concert Committee under chairman Ken Gordon served the malnourished Poly concert goers what they wanted—a steady diet of gourmet rock and roll.

The main dish— who were— Stephen Stills, Climax Blues Band, Tower of Power and Elvin Bishop—delivered their repertoire of hits to near sell-out crowds in Chumash Auditorium and the Men's Gym.

Rumors of still more big-name bands, just a cord or two away from contract confirmation this spring, seemed to lay to rest the fear that this year's hit parade of stars at Cal Poly was not a one-time hit only.

That was until Montrose, an American rock band specializing in heavy electric sounds, rolled into Cal Poly for a March show.

The smooth running concert machinery—what under Gordon's dictatorial hand had pulled off five near-perfect shows—suddenly broke down under the strain of Montrose's high powered music.

Charges following the concert of mismanagement by Gordon, uncontrolled drinking and smoking inside the gym and巨额 damage totalling $1,000 committed by under-aged concert goers brought the concert momentum to a screeching halt.

Shell-shocked by the Montrose debacle, the administration withdrew the committee's advisor rendering it indefinitely inactive.

The administrative reprimand also left Gordon, who had proposed a controversial plan to create a part-time paid concert coordinator position he might fill, out of a job—permanently.

Although an ASI Ad-Hoc concert committee recently pulled off a "must" Loggins and Messina concert minus the problems that plagued the Montrose concert, the future of concerts remains in limbo.

At present a committee is working to revamp the present structure of the concert committee.

Key structural changes will focus on the role of the concert chairman in booking and coordinating concerts and the overall representation on the committee. The latter is being done to ensure that a greater variety of concerts are scheduled at Cal Poly—a major complaint of this year's concert goers.

But until these changes are adopted, Poly concert goers will have to pile into their cars and drive either north of south to get their fill of rock and roll.

Loggins And Messina (Clockwise From Upper Right), Former Concert Committee Chairman Ken Gordon and Elvin Bishop

(Daily Photos by Bill Faulkner, Tony Hertz and Mark Mackinnon)
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For residents of the Central Coast, there's at least one subject that everybody has an opinion on thanks to Diablo Canyon—nuclear power.

Some think nuclear energy will be the answer to this country's fuel crisis. Others believe more nuclear power would open up a Pandora's box of problems.

In mid-October, county residents were able to hear opinions from both sides when a Nuclear Forum (organized by a majority of the country's physicians) was held on the 17th and 18th of that month.

Speaking before one of the largest audiences ever to pack the Men's Gym, nuclear giants Dr. John Gofman and Edward Teller opened the forum on October 17.

Gofman attacked nuclear power while Teller voiced the positive points of the controversial subject.

Teller said that the Nuclear Safeguards Initiative in June would be to strangle nuclear power in the state. Gofman countered with the belief that nuclear energy is being pushed too fast by the government and citizens need a period to reevaluate the energy question and develop stringent safety rules.

On the following day, leaders in the nuclear energy field discussed the delicate issues of waste disposal, energy alternatives, security aspects and economic considerations.

On the topic of safety aspects, Dr. L. Douglas DeNike and Dr. Lawrence Grossman squared off and matched facts and figures.

DeNike, an opponent, said there was too much of a possibility of human error in nuclear plants and cited the $50 million fine at the Brown's Ferry Nuclear facilities as an example.

Grossman, like Teller, said it would be foolish to place a value on nuclear power and added that the only way of insuring total safety with nuclear power was to abandon it—which he thought was a ridiculous proposition.

Participants in October's Nuclear Forum included Dr. John Gofman (right), Lawrence Grossman, L. Douglas DeNike and moderator Art Sidenbaum from the Los Angeles Times.
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Participants in October's Nuclear Forum included Dr. John Gofman (right), Lawrence Grossman, L. Douglas DeNike and moderator Art Sidenbaum from the Los Angeles Times.
Avoiding Future Shock

Why think about life insurance and estate planning now while you’re young? Because the best way to avoid financial crisis in your leisurely years is to effectively manage your most productive years. The older you get, the more it costs to protect your family and business. Your Fidelity Union Life estate planner can show you how to prepare for a secure future—now.

Call the Fidelity Union Field Associate in your area:
BETH PARRISH
PANDORA NASH
VALERIE POTTER

Fidelity Union Life
1241 Garden St.
San Luis Obispo, 544-8842

Welcome To Poly Royal
From The
DANA ICE COMPANY
805/543-0785
"Ice for every need"
“A tradition of siding
Cal Poly boys thru employment”

ICE MANUFACTURE & SALES & DRY ICE
BLOCK ICE & NUGGET ICE
PISMO & HIGH STREETS
POST OFFICE BOX 1234
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93408

Yarn Barn

For use in creative stitchery, crewel, macrame, needlepoint, knitting, crochet and rugmaking.
Bells e Beads e Books e Patterns
Hardware e Instructions

The Creamery 544-9866
570 Higuera Street, S.L.O.

CORK ‘N BOTTLE
WHERE POLY ROYAL BEGINS

“the stores with the right spirit”

Riley Salutes Cal Poly on Their 44th Annual Poly Royal

get set for summer in hang ten
great stripes and solids in new summer colors—just right for summer fun and the active life. Stacker front, $14. crew,

$9.50
The year 1979 brought the Mustangs to the NCAA Division I final, landing only to U.C. Riverside.

The Mustangs had four in individual champions at the NCAAs, including Charles Hannon in the 194-pound division; Dennis Hardtley, 198; senior Sythell Ogden, 285, respectively, as the only other Mustang to win a national championship. Top-ranked Iowa State had three individual champions and 96 team points.

In one of the toughest pre-season tournaments, the Mustangs defeated Boise State 41-0. The Mustangs had no problem disposing of the second toughest dual meet of the year, Arizona State 111-79, at the Santa Barbara Tournament in December.

The Mustangs finished sixth in the NCAA Western Regionals and qualified eight out of ten wrestlers for the national finals.

Greeley, Colorado, where they convincingly won the NCAA Western Regionals and qualified eight out of ten wrestlers for the national finals.

Cal Poly picked up 89 and seven points to easily out-point second place Portland State’s 70 and nine points.

At the nationals in Providence, New Jersey, the Mustangs finished right by winning 15 out of 20 matches and totaling 89 team points.

The Mustangs looked much better in Providence, New Jersey, than they had been at the NCAA Western Regionals and qualified eight out of ten wrestlers for the national finals.

Cal Poly had no problem disposing of Boise State 41-0.

The controversial meet with Oregon State ended 20-20, with two matches being awarded by default. Mark DiGiroioso suffered an injured neck after being slammed on the mat by his opponent.

At the nationals in Providence, New Jersey, the Mustangs finished right by winning 15 out of 20 matches and totaling 89 team points.

The Mustangs looked much better in Providence, New Jersey, than they had been at the NCAA Western Regionals and qualified eight out of ten wrestlers for the national finals.
OUR NEW ENGINE ANALYZER

[THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN TOWN]

Knows More About Your Car Than You Do!

Let Us Prove It To You

Our analyzer will automatically check 78 points on your car

including rotary engines, fuel injection & electronic ignitions

no guess work

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $7.50

If you are buying a used car let us take the gamble out of the deal and analyze it before you buy.

Hansen's Union 1340 Taft S.L.O.
544-6111
The Mustangs followed up that performance with a 64- 46 rout of Cal State Northridge on November 15, and a 94-43 destruction of UC San Diego. The Mustangs left for Tennessee Christmas Day, where they lost to Division I teams Memphis State, 87-68, and Middle Tennessee State, 80-62. Despite the final score, Poly accounted well for itself in this Memphis game, and trailed by only four points into the first half.

The team opened its te-

n l o s t d u r i n g t h e S e e d s "I * t h e r e " e n t u s i a s m a n d s u c c e s s w h e n d e f e a t e d u p o n o n e a t t h e e n d o f t h e Cal Poly basketball season.

The Mustangs got off to the best start in school history by posting a 10-4 record, and went on to win the all-Tournament Championship, leading some to think that Poly might make an abrupt about-face in its final IS content.

California College Athletic Association play-

began for the Mustangs on a high note, as they dropped a

thrilling 75-59 game to Cal State Northridge. The game was close in the first half, with the Mustangs leading 40-29, but it was later in the second half that the real action began.

Even before tipoff, a sec- tion of fans was so vocal that the Cal Poly bench had been booted off for members of the Northridge base.

For the game's first 38 minutes the basketball was well played. However, as time wore on, the Mustangs began to take a 58-54 overage.

The Mustangs got the chance to be the heavy against UC Irvine, and they made the best of it, handling the Anteaters their first loss at home in 11 games. Mills was ejected from that game in the first half, but Poly still managed to take a 58-54 overage.

Despite being 0-4 and out

doing the previous year w t school

The team finished third in the school year.

The Mustangs were up to their old tricks the next night against Riverside, however, and in a game they had won slip into overtime and into the loss column when the Highlanders pulled out a 54- 47 decision.

Even though they were now dead last in the CCAA with a 1-7 record, Cal Poly insured itself of a profitable season by winning even 15-15 season with a 50- 58 win in the final seconds against Northridge. They

The answer, if there wa*

in the school year.

The Mustangs took the first eight places as

The team opened its se-

r o u n d of CCAA play w ith a long-awaited 75-72 win over then-unbeaten Pomona. Cook drew a re-

The Mustangs were up to their old tricks the next night against Riverside, however, and in a game they had won slip into overtime and into the loss column when the Highlanders pulled out a 54- 47 decision.

Poly led by as much as 58- 46 in the con-

but in the next six and one-half minutes it was tied for 14 personal fouls, and threw the ball away six times in allowing the Broncos to tie the score at 72-72.

We know we're one of the better teams in the conference, nobody is going to roll over us.
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POLY ROYAL

FOR COMPLETE COVERAGE OF POLY ROYAL ACTIVITIES, LISTEN TO KCPR FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMMING AND LIVE REMOTE BROADCASTS FROM EVERY CORNER OF THE CAL POLY CAMPUS

FRIDAY AT 8 P.M. - LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FEATURING LOCAL TALENT STRICKLAND & KRISS.

SATURDAY AT 7:00 P.M. - EVOLUTION IN ROCK AND BLUES VOL. 5, FEATURING PETER FRAMPTON

KCPR - Public Radio From Cal Poly

Mission Plaza near the bridge

Just arrived - Lamour n' Bluff jeans:
braided belt / basket weave pockets / lace-up assorted spring colors. Reg. $18 now just

$12.95 Large selection of tops n' T-shirts at low, low prices

SPECIAL THIS WEEK—Stamper Tapes
in stripes or solids, Reg. $6, now just

$3.95 We carry belts - bags - jewelry - shirts, long and short and the best fitting jeans in town.

Packed Glory lace, shirts, includes Reg.

$3 off

FIND US AND SAVE we're the small store with the large attack

The Lowest Prices In Town

Open 10-5 Daily, Sun 11-5, Thurs. till 9 Ph. 645-7117

Cheap Jim is Back in the Saddle

Cheap Thrills is coming back bigger and better than ever

Largest Selection for

Rock, Jazz & Soul

L.P.s, 8-Track & Cassette

Huge Budget Section with

low priced L.P.s & tapes

Used Records Bought & Sold

Temporarily at The Record Exchange 781 Foothill, BLO. 544-4108

soon at the corner of Santa Rosa & Higuera

COPELAND'S FINE SHOES

Mon.-Sat. 9:00 - 6:00 OPEN THURS. NITE 'TILL 9 p.m.
Women Re-vamp Unwieldy League

by ELLEN-MARIE KOSTER
Daily Staff Writer

Women's intercollegiate athletics has entered into the world of high finance.

A new policy allows the Women's Recreational Association to charge admission for the athletic events of the Women's Physical Education Department.

"We had been discussing the idea for a long time, but we had no way of knowing what the cost would be in time, labor and material. So we decided the best way to do it would be to experiment, attempt it at a few games and watch the results," Dr. Evelyn Pellaton, WRA advisor from the P.F. department said.

Before admission could be charged the Student Executive Council had to approve the change in policy.

"We asked it to be set up so that the additional revenue would be put back into women's athletics, so it would benefit us. I believe that is the standard procedure," Dr. Pellaton said.

The WRA is responsible for the funding and budgeting of all Women's Intercollegiate Athletics.

As a result of charging at the UCLA and Long Beach State games the WRA took in $500 net gate revenue. The attendance count was 260 paying audience and 58 complimentary tickets at the UCLA game, and 56 paying audience and 56 complimentary tickets at the Long Beach game.

"The UCLA game was scheduled against a men's basketball game, but from all I can gather there was no effect. There are people who will go watch the men and then ask people who will go watch the women, regardless. So if games in the future are on the same night, I don't think the women will pull away from the men's crowd or vice versa," Dr. Pellaton said.

Women's Sports Changing Values

No hoo about it, rugby is a friendly, let's-get-together sport.

(Daily photo by Greg McClure)

Poly Ruggers Do Well in Tourney

by DENNIS HALLADAY
Daily Sports Editor

The Cal Poly rugby team played itself against national and international competition earlier this month, and took second place in the "Gold" (lower) division of the Santa Barbara Rugby Tournaments at UCSB.

A total of 68 teams—some as far away as Canada and Belgium—took part in the annual event that has come to be the equivalent of a non-existent NCAA Championships of rugby.

Competition was held in two 32-team divisions—the "Blue," or upper division; and the "Gold" division. Cal Poly, along with schools such as UCLA and Loyola University, were in the "Gold" group, while long-time rugby powerhouse clubs such as the Los Angeles Rugby Club were in the "Blue" section.

The Mustangs, seeded fifth in their division, won their opening round game 29-0 over the Del Mat Rugby Club from San Diego.

The University of California-Riverside narrowly lost 5-0 to Cal Poly in the second round when Mustang scrum-half Andy Wilson boomed a 50-yard dropkick in the game's final two minutes of play.

Cal Poly played Loma Linda in the quarterfinals, and managed to pull out a tough 9-5 win. Mages Faddes scored the game's only try (four points), and Wilson converted on a two-point PAT and a three-point penalty kick for the Mustang points. Semi-final action pitted Cal Poly against the third-seeded San Fernando Rugby Club. The locals were hard pressed in the contest, but took a 6-1 win when Clarke Jarrell scored a try and Wilson added the PAT.

All four of these games were played on Saturday, a miniature made necessary so the tourney could be completed in two days.

Compilations were made, however, with teams playing two 20-minute halves instead of the regulation 40-minute halves.

Sunday's championship game matched Cal Poly against the Newport Harbor Narrows Rugby Club. Much to the Mustangs' chagrin, they discovered that they were playing in effect a tournament all-star team in their 25-0 loss to the Sharks.

They were picking up one of the best players from teams that had lost in the earlier rounds, and did not want to play in the consolation tournament. Poly won captain Doug Smith said, "It was just like an all-star team.

The Mustangs' second place finish might have surprised some of the more than 6,000 fans in attendance, but not Smith.

"We always knew we could make it, but doing it is always something else," he said. "Finally being able to play four straight games with consistent play was the key to getting us into the finals."

"But we never would have gotten this far without coach (Phil Northcraft)," he continued. "It would have been really hard for us without him, especially with all our young players who had never played rugby before this season."

Steve Simmons Goes To Oregon

Cal Poly lost one of its most talented coaches in early January, when head track coach Steve Simmons resigned to take the head job at Oregon State University.

Simmons came to Cal Poly in 1970 and in his first year established a winning tradition that has propelled Mustang track teams ever since. Cal Poly most recently finished fifth in the 1973 NCAA Division II Track Championships.

Simmons received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Physical Education from Chapman College in 1968. He went on to get his Master's in P.E. from Poly in 1973.

Before coming to Poly, the former coach was an assistant at Chapman and also served as the triple jump coach for the U.S. Olympic Track Camps.

Simmons said he regretted leaving San Luis Obispo, but, "I thoroughly enjoyed five years at Poly and it was a tough decision for me to make," he said. "It's tough, leave, but a job like Oregon State comes along only once in a lifetime."
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FRAMES
All Standard Sizes
"MINI'S TO MAXIE'S"
Custom Framing, Too

ZIPATONE

Leisure Arts
—ANN LOVATTI—
1645 Los Osos Rd.
Ph. 544-1228
Near Madonna Rd.
San Luis Obispo

CORSEAGE YOUR
POLY ROYAL GIRL
With Flowers show her
how special she is
Come by today and
place your corsage order

OPEN 9-5 MON-SAT.
543-1356

Karlbehint-Grun
Floral and Gift Shop
1455 Monterey St., SLO

7 DAY Tire & Wheel
Warehouses
109 South St.
San Luis Obispo
544-7133

Road Hugger 50 Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>16x8.5</th>
<th>17x8.5</th>
<th>16x9.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goodyear Manufactured
road hugger 60 belted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>16x8.5</th>
<th>17x8.5</th>
<th>16x9.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>$64.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Road Hugger 70

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

Vented versatility
Our vested plaid suit from
The Sandhurst Collection by
Austin Reed of Regent Street

Stylist in London by
Austin Reed of Regent
Street with an international
look that's elegantly right
on many scenes, business
and social. Bulkspun
plaid. A youthful profile
that traces natural
contours and emphasizes
them with a vest. Tailored
in the U.S. in a cool, light
blend of Dacron polyester
and fine spun wool to keep
its good looks easily.

PADRE
GROCERIES LIQUORS
544-4830
corner of prado rd. & s. higuera

SPECIAL!
LOW PRICES

KICK OFF YOUR
POLY ROYAL WEEKEND WITH OUR

LOT'S OF ICE

Open Poly Royal Weekend
7 a.m. to midnight

For all your Party Needs
Shop at Padre Groceries Liquor
THE MOUNTAIN AIR
858 Higuera Street, San Luis Obispo, California (805) 543-1676

SHARING OUR SPECIALTIES:
- Backpacking
- Bicycling
- Cross-Country Skiing
- Downhill Skiing
- Mountain Biking
- Tennis
- Water-Skiing

BACKED BY OUR SERVICE:
- Open-hours & in-store clinics
- Classroom instruction
- On-hill X-C ski instruction
- Trained, qualified advice
- Manufacturers guarantees
- Store guarantees
- Complete rentals & shop services
- Years of experience (collectively)
- Preferred Customer Plan
- Community group talks, demonstrations.
- Fashion shows & Ski swaps
- AND A TRUE CONCERN FOR THE CUSTOMER

OFFERING OUR PRODUCTS:
- THE NORTH FACE • TRAK • ALPENLITE
- CAMP • KELTY • LOWA • VASQUE • DMC
- CHOUINARD • PETER STORM • MT 10 • MRA
- MOUNTAIN THREADS • GALIBIER • DMC
- JAVOY • RICHMOND • MOUNTAIN HOUSE
- ALFA • EVA • OPTIMUS • ELVA • A & T
- KAUFMAN • KORIL • DEXTER • FABIANO
- MOTOBECANE • CAMPAGNOLO • WEYMOUTH
- EMILY • COOL GEAR • DURA-ACE • HILLS
- COLIN • HANSON • ROMULINUS • HERZEL
- SCOTT • SALOMON • MUNARI • LOOK/NEVADA
- ALLFOR • BURT • SPADFISH • BURKE
- TOMIC • SMITH • SWING WEST • GRANDOE
- CONNELLY • MARKAJAH • E.P. • WILSON
- DAVID • VICTOR • HEAD

THE NORTH FACE

TOP OF THE LINES
The North Face line of functional outdoor equipment is very special—it's the finest available. It's also competitively priced and unconditionally guaranteed. We're your exclusive dealer in this area!

TOP OF THE LINES

MOTOBECANE

For the student who enjoys touring as well.

POLY ROYAL SPECIALS

CANVAS BIKE BAG $1.69
Reg. $5.00

BOOK PACK $8.88

Bring this coupon to the M.A.